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1. Introduction
In April 2013, the Good Mental Health Cooperative constituted
formally as a Community Interest Company (No. 8505989) – a notfor-profit social enterprise. The Cooperative had previously been an
un-constituted community group, gaining our first funding from the
Big Lottery in August 2012.
Our founder Directors are:
Dr Martin Stevens – Chair
Carolyn Barber – Company Secretary
Dr Sandra Walker – Vice Chair
Janet East
Additional members of the Management Committee are:
Arthur Steward (Treasurer)
Clare Holloway
Sarah Haskett
Fiona Giddey
Fiona McGovern
Rachel Cox– our Administrative Assistant
The GMHC office continues to be based at the Cathedral House,
St.Thomas Street, Portsmouth PO1 2HA.

2. Overview
This has been the most extraordinary year!
In March, the Covid 19 national lockdown meant that our current
and planned projects all had to be put on hold. Fortunately we were
able to benefit from the furlough scheme, and Rachel, our admin
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assistant was fully furloughed from April until the end of July. We
had two social work students, Rhiannon and Maza, on placements
which had to be curtailed. Our core costs were reduced by being
given a break from office rent payments, and our business insurance
was extended by 6 months.
Carolyn continued to maintain a weekly blog newsletter to our 800+
subscribers, and successfully applied for funding to run a Mental
Wealth Academy Summer Online programme during July and
August, in partnership with Sarah from Creative Mental Health.
Carolyn also invested time in supporting the newly formed
Portsmouth Mental Health Alliance.
From September, plans were formulated to resume projects on
hold, and a number of funding bids submitted. Only 2 have been
successful – a small grant to record Books Alive! volunteers online,
and a further Awards for All grant to run more Mental Wealth
Academy courses online.
There are currently 54 individual members of the Good Mental
Health Cooperative.
In August this year, the Cathedral Innovation Centre ceased
operating as a business, and from 1 September, the GMHC’s office
tenancy was transferred to the Cathedral Chapter.
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3. Projects
The Mental Wealth Academy:
This is an initiative funded by Awards for All to offer a range of
creative, confidence building and personal development
workshops and courses. The support is intended for people who
have experienced serious life challenges, are socially isolated,
anxious or lacking in confidence. This may include experience of
mental ill-health, addictions, disability, bereavement, caring
responsibilities for example.
Our first programme ran during the autumn of 2019, and the
second programme from January to April 2020. Unfortunately the
lockdown meant that this had to be stopped in March, curtailing
one course and cancelling another altogether.
Funding was then secured from the
National Emergencies Trust through
the Hampshire and Isle of Wight
Community Foundation to run an
online programme of courses during
July and August 2020. This was
possible due to the online platform
provided by Sarah through her own
enterprise Creative Mental Health.
Following the end of the funding,
courses have continued to be
available at a low cost. This
programme was successful in
attracting 214 people to register
their interest, making 306 course
registrations.
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New funding has now been agreed from Awards for All to deliver a
further online MWA programme within the next 6 months.

The Good Mental Health Café:
This initiative was a monthly "drop in service" for the people of
Portsmouth which started in April 2018, funded by the Capacity
and Transition Fund via Portsmouth City Council. The aim was to
support people who are feeling anxious, stressed or socially
isolated, with a range of stalls from local organisations and
support groups, free workshops and other activities, such as
Books Alive! and Creative Corner. Monthly events were held until
December 2019 in Portsmouth Central Library in partnership with
Lily&Lime LD Café on the 3rd Floor.
For 2020, the plan was to
move the drop-in events
away from the Library and
partner with organisations in
the north of the city. A very
successful Wellbeing Fayre
was held in partnership with
the Mountbatten Centre in
February, and a further event
was planned with Paulsgrove
Community Centre for March,
until lockdown intervened.
Regular and occasional partners providing stalls at these events
include the Shift group, Citizen’s Advice Portsmouth, the Carers
Centre, Losing My Sight, Solent Mind, Community Connectors,
Portsmouth Interaction, the Learning Place, Veterans Outreach
Service, Energy Services, SAD Portsmouth, Autism Hampshire,
Healthwatch Portsmouth.
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Books Alive!
Following a rebranding exercise, the Books
Alive! project was launched at the
December Good Mental Health Café, along
similar lines to the Human Library. Books
Alive! volunteers were featured at the
Mountbatten Centre event, but since March
there have been no further events. Some
funding has been secured to do online
interviews with Books Alive! volunteers.
These will be featured on Facebook during a
Books Alive! Week in December, and then
featured on our website so that people can
access these recordings.
Books Alive! has also been invited back to do a day workshop with
social work students at Solent University – this time of course online.
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Mental Wealth Trialogues
The Good Mental Health Coop has been running Trialogue events
since 2015 in various areas of Hampshire. Based on ‘open dialogue’
events used in northern Europe to redesign mental health services,
messages from the Trialogue discussions are then shared with
people who are influential in the planning of local mental health
services.
This year, our Mental Wealth Trialogue events have gone virtual,
with three online meetings held in July, August and October. These
have attracted around 8-10 participants at each event.
Artistic images by Claire Holloway, inspired by
the Trialogue discussions, are available as
postcards for sale. The images have also been
used on mugs and bags to product test on stalls.
Business students from the University of
Portsmouth are currently helping us to look at
marketing and sales of these art products.
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Stories of Asylum from the Great War 1914-18
This project was about to be launched in March of this year and
was put on hold during lockdown.
The first part of our project will research the history of the
Borough of Portsmouth Mental Asylum (later St.James' Hospital),
including patient records, to explore the transformational impact
of the First World War on mental health care and treatment.
The second part of the project will involve creative activities to
help bring the stories identified through the research to life, and
share these with the wider public through a multi-media
presentation, and published materials.

Plans were revised so as to include online group engagement, with
a more independent approach to the research. Two launch events
are being held on-line to generate interest, the first with Dr.Diane
Carpenter about her research on local mental health care up to
1914, and the second about our previous project from 2017, 100
Years of Mental Health Care in Hampshire.
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The Nexus Project
Funding from the Tampon Tax was also
put on hold because of lockdown. This
project was about delivering wellbeing
workshops for women, and in particular
engaging with women from Black, Asian
and Minority Ethnic communities in the
city. Prior to lockdown, links had been
established with groups such as the
Cross Cultural Women’s Group, Chat
over Chai, FGM support groups, the
Urbond community group and the
Asylum Seekers drop-in run by the Red
Cross. The project plan is to set up the
NEXUS project as a weekly women’s
creativity group based in a community venue, from February to
June 2021. There will be a themed exhibition event to bring the
project to a close.
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4. Committee activities
The GMHC management committee has met 4 times since the last
AGM, in February, April, July and October 2020. Many thanks to all
our volunteer committee members who contribute time and
energy to support our projects and the organisational work needed
to keep the show on the road. Particular thanks this year to Fiona
Giddey who is stepping down from the GMHC Committee after 3
years.

5. Other activities
 Carolyn has been actively involved in the Portsmouth Mental
Health Alliance, leading on the Community Engagement
workstream. This is a city wide partnership with a wide range of
public and voluntary organisations, formed to coordinate
responses to the need for mental health support during and
after Covid 19.
 Funding bids have been submitted to develop project ideas,
most of which have not been accepted. We have been awarded
£10,000 from Awards for All to deliver another Mental Wealth
Academy programme online.
 The online platform already developed by Sarah for her own
enterprise, Creative Mental Health, has been a great
opportunity to re-orientate our work during the pandemic
through the Mental Wealth Academy, and opened up potential
for income generation.
 A project with business students from the University of
Portsmouth is helping with a focus on sales strategies, and
there has been ongoing work to ensure our processes are
robust for the online sale of products and courses.
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